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Definition of OT: 
Occupational Therapy is defined as the therapeutic use of everyday life occupations with persons, groups, or 
populations (i.e., clients) for the purpose of enhancing or enabling participation. Occupational therapy 
practitioners use their knowledge of the transactional relationship among the client, their engagement in valuable 
occupations, and the context to design occupation-based intervention plans. Occupational therapy services are 
provided for habilitation, rehabilitation, and promotion of health and wellness for clients with disability- and non–
disability-related needs. Services promote the acquisition and preservation of occupational identity for those who 
have or are at risk for developing an illness, injury, disease, disorder, condition, impairment, disability, activity 
limitation, or participation restriction. (p. 80) 
 
American Occupational Therapy Association. (2020c). Occupational therapy practice framework: Domain and 
process (4th ed.). American Journal of Occupational Therapy, 74(Suppl. 2), 7412410010. 
https://doi.org/10.5014/ajot.2020.74S2001 
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To inquire into student and alternate loans, contact Financial Aid Director, Courtney Thompson-Ballard at 
828.328.7182; courtney.thompson@lr.edu. 
 
To schedule a visit, contact Rick Nichols, Director of Graduate Admission, at 828.328.7294 or rick.nichols@lr.edu 
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¶ Sociology (includes Intro to Sociology) OR Anthropology (includes Intro to Anthropology) 

¶ Medical Terminology 
Note: Prerequisite course completion must be within 5 years of application date unless waived following 
approval of prerequisite course waiver form. OT Waiver of Five-Year Limit Form 
https://www.lr.edu/occupational-therapy-ms/ot-waiver-five-year-limit If you are unsure if a course you 
have taken satisfies the prerequisite requirement, you may submit the Prerequisite Inquiry Form 
https://www.lr.edu/occupational-therapy-prerequisite-inquiry. Only submit this form if you are unsure. 

6. Submit three letters of reference (evaluations). At least one letter of reference must come from a 
practicing OTR. Other letters of reference must come from an employer, supervisor, or professor. When 
requesting reference letters, ask the individual to include their title/position/profession and total number 
of student observation hours as provided on the student’s log of hours. 

7. Essay (Reflective Statement): Submit a reflective statement (between 750 - 1000 words) in addition to the 
required general OTCAS personal statement, to convey your understanding of the OT profession. Using 
your observational/shadowing experiences and knowledge of OT as a foundation, respond to all the 
following questions: 

¶ Why OT? What did you learn about OT through your experiences? How do you define OT? What 
personal attributes make you a good fit for OT? Include experiences that demonstrate your 
leadership skills. 

¶ What is evidenced-based practice? How did you see it applied in service delivery? Why is it 
important for OT practice? 

¶ How do you maintain your positive well-being in times of stress? 

¶ What kinds of experiences have you had with people of cultural and diverse backgrounds 
different than your own that will prepare you for working with clients? 

¶ How would you encourage clients and honor their uniqueness when providing OT services? 
8. Recommend a minimum 40 hours of observational hours. 
9. National Background Check: 

¶ Candidates for admission must be prepared to have a background check before enrolling in FW 
experiences. 

¶ Applicants convicted of a felony or misdemeanor may be denied certification or licensure as an 
occupational therapist. For eligibility information, contact NBCOT. Fieldwork sites may not permit 
participation in the clinical experience thus serious consideration by the candidate must occur 
prior to application. 

10. Priority consideration will be given to LR undergraduates, graduates of LR educational partners, and 
applicants who have demonstrated relevant work experience or have earned a previous graduate degree. 

11. Although an interview may not be required, all applicants must be available to interview upon request. 
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